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WHAT IS A CAT SHOW? 

 

The show consists of individual judging rings and the cats entered in the show. There is a a judge, one or more clerks, 

and one or more stewards in each judging ring.  The clerks keep track of the judge’s decisions and the stewards 

disinfect the cages after each cat is judged.  This show is governed by the rules set forth by The International Cat 

Association (TICA).  TICA is a genetic registry, recognizing hundreds of different colors and patterns. 

 

 

What is happening in the Show Hall 

 

 
The show hall is organized into three main areas: 

 

1. Vendor’s area.  This is arranged around the outside walls of the arena and at the edge of the benching areas.  

Vendors offering all things “cat” are at the show.  They have a wide selection of beds, scratching posts, pet 

food, handcrafted cat toys, etc. for purchase.  Feel free to stop and ask questions about the products. 

 

2. Benching Area  This area is the rows of decorated shelters and cages in the middle of the arena. The 

exhibitors display their cats here when they are not being judged.   These shelters and cages are the cats’ 

“home” while at the show. 

 

3. Judging rings.  Also located along the outside of the benching area. This is where the judges evaluate the 

championship cats, kittens, alters and household pets.  There are chairs in front of the judging tables and 

spectators are welcome to sit and watch judges handle the cats.  Questions are welcome in the “final” rings 

when judges are describing the merits of the cats and awarding the plaques, but would be distracting during the 

actual judging process.  The best guide:  If the judge is concentrating and not saying anything, everyone else 

should remain quiet. 

 

 

This Guide was compiled by the members of the Calgary Cat Association. 
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What the “numbers” mean. 

 

Numbers on cards in the Benching Area and Judges rings indicate the cats’ classification.  Numbers on pink cards are 

for females and blue cards are for males  The Classification are: 

 

  1 - 50     Long hair pedigreed kittens (age 4 months up to 8 months) 

51- 99      Short hair pedigreed kittens (age 4 months up to 8 months) 

 

101 – 199   Longhair cats.  These pedigreed cats are able to breed; they have not been neutered 

201 - 299   Short hair cats.  These pedigreed cats are able to breed; they have not been neutered 

 

301 – 350  Longhair alters.  These pedigreed cats have been neutered or spayed 

351 – 399  Shorthair alters.  These pedigreed cats have been neutered or spayed 

 

401 – 451   Longhair Household Pets.   

451 – 499   Shorthair Household Pets 

 

500-599   Preliminary New Breeds, Advanced New Breeds and New Traits.  Experimental breeds of cats or 

new colors of accepted breeds that are currently not accepted by TICA for championship 

competition. 

 

 

 

SPECTATORS: 

 

It is very important that spectators speak in normal tones.  Loud noises upset everybody, especially the cats, so please 

view the cats quietly and encourage children to walk and talk quietly.  It is dangerous to run in the show hall.  

 

Fingers, toys, feathers or anything else should never be placed in or near the cats’ 

cages.   Cats can be scared or injured and diseases can be transmitted this way.  The 

cats in the judging rings are off limits.  The exhibitors carry the cats to and from the 

rings, but only the judge is allowed to touch the cats in the rings. 

 

Spectators are welcome to view the cats from the seating areas in front of the judging 

rings and in the benching areas of the show hall. 

 

Please feel free to ask the exhibitors any questions you may have about the cats 

 

 

 

Please remind your children to walk quietly and speak with indoor voices in the show hall. 

Running and loud noises frighten the cats. 

Ask permission before touching any cats – hands can spread disease. 
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Enjoy the Show!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from Copyright © 1997 TICA, Harlingen, TX 
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HOW TO ENTER YOUR CAT IN A 

SHOW 

 

 See the website for information about 

entering local cat shows.  

www.calgarycatshow.com 

 Download and print a "show flyer", 

entry form and summary sheet from 

the website or contact the show’s entry 

clerk for these forms  

 Complete the entry form and 

summary sheet.  Send these to the 

entry clerk along with the entry fee.  

New exhibitors are encouraged to call 

the entry clerk and/or the show 

manager for assistance with entering 

the show 

 The show provides a single-benching 

cage for each cat entered. Double cages 

and grooming spaces may be available 

at an additional cost.  Cage sizes vary, 

so check the show flyer.  (Some 

exhibitors use their own show shelters, 

but it is not necessary to purchase one.) 

 Cage curtains are required and give 

your cat some privacy in the show 

hall..  Curtains may be simple or 

elaborate but should be designed to fit 

around the outside back, sides, and the 

top of the cage.  The bottom of the 

cage should be covered as well.  Some 

new exhibitors use a colored/printed 

single bed sheet for the cage and 

matching bath towel for the cage 
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bottom.  More elaborate curtains are 

tailored and can cover the inside of the 

cage but are not necessary.   

 You need to bring a litter box, dishes, 

food, grooming supplies, bedding and 

toys.  Litter is often supplied; check the 

show flyer. 

 

The DAY of the SHOW: 

 

 Arrive early. The check-in line may be 

long (see the flyer for check-in time).   

 The check-in table is usually at the 

show hall entrance.   

 Have your entry confirmation form 

available.  You will receive an 

exhibitor’s catalogue, your cat's 

catalogue number and the location of 

your cat’s benching space.  In Calgary, 

you will also receive a ribbon for each 

cat/kitten entered 

 Check your entry information. If 

anything is incorrect, contact the 

Master Clerk immediately, as this 

information is used in scoring your 

cat’s points from the show.  

 Find where your cat is benched and set 

up your show shelter or cage curtains, 

litter pan, water dishes etc. Try to 

make your cat comfortable as quickly 

as possible.  

 Look in your catalogue for a judging 

schedule.  Locate your cat’s category 

on the schedule to find out which 

order you cat will attend the judging 

rings. 

 Sit by your cat’s cage and talk quietly, 

especially if this is kitty’s first show.  

This is reassuring and helps the cat 

familiarize with new surroundings. 

 

JUDGING: 

 

 The cats are called up to the judging 

rings one class at a time.   

 Each class is arranged alphabetically by 

breed and then each breed is further 

broken down by division, and 

color/pattern.   

 TICA does not give Best of Breed 

ribbons; nor are any title points given 

for breed awards.  Judges will, 

however, announce their best, second 

best, and third best of breed and they 

will record that information in their 

Judge's Books. 

 

Best of Color (BOC): The judge will choose 1-5 

Best of Color Awards. EXAMPLE: Seven 

black Persians present; the judge awards 1-5 

Best of Color to five of the seven competing. 

 

Best of Division (BOD): From the BOC 

winners, the judge will select the best, second 

best, and third best of division. EXAMPLE: 

Our seven black Persians belong to the Solid 

Division. Other solid colors of Persians, 

(white, blue, red, etc.) may also be entered in 

the Solid Division. The judge will select a best, 

second and third best of division from the 

BOC winners in the Solid Division. 

 

Best of Breed (BOB): The Persian Breed is 

accepted in categories Traditional, Mink and 

Sepia and all divisions (Solid, Tabby, Tortie, 

Silver/Smoke, and Particolor).  The judge will 

select the best, second and third best of breed. 

 

FINALS: 

 Finals are awards given to those cats 

that the judge believes best represent 

their breed in that class.   

 Final numbers are not announced; the 

clerk will announce "kitten finals in 

Ring 4" and exhibitors must go to Ring 

4 to see if their cat(s) numbers are up in 

that ring. 

   Final awards are selected from the 

breed winners, although it is possible 

to have a cat that was awarded a fourth 

place color award in the finals, 

provided the first, second and third 

place color winners are ranked above 

him.   

 In the finals of an Allbreed ring, the 

judge will select their top cats, with 

longhair and shorthair cats being 

combined.   
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 In the finals of a Specialty ring, the 

judge will select their top cats, but 

longhairs and shorthairs are judged 

separately and have separate final 

awards.   

 If there are 25 cats competing in a class, 

then a top ten group of cats will be 

selected for the final.  If there are only 

24 cats competing, the top nine cats are 

selected; if 23 are competing, eight are 

selected; if 22 are competing, seven are 

selected; if 21 are competing, six are 

selected; and if there are 20 or less cats, 

five are selected.   

 Finals are awarded to Cats, Kittens, 

Alters, Household Pets, and 

Household Pet Kittens.  One Merit Bar 

for the ribbon is awarded in each of the 

Preliminary New Breed, Advanced 

New Breed and New Traits classes. 

(The cats in these classes are not 

separated into longhair and shorthair 

for judging.) 

 

 

 

 

 

www.thecathouseinc.com  

 

THE HOUSEHOLD PET IN 

TICA  

 

When TICA was formed in 1979, the ordinary 

household cat found his place in the world of 

cat shows. TICA gave them the opportunity to 

be registered and to be shown for regional and 

international awards and to hold their own 

titles. It was a golden opportunity to educate 

the public on the care and feeding of all cats 

and to demonstrate that any cat no matter how 

humble its origins could grow into a beautiful, 

healthy, happy and loving indoor companion. 

 

As there is no money to be made in showing 

household pets (all adults must be spayed or 

neutered before entry into the show), these cats 

are shown for love alone. Each owner brings 

something special to the ring when they show 

a rescued street stray or a former resident of 

the local animal shelter.  

 

The competition in this class of cats is often 

more fierce than among the pedigreed cats. The 

household pet must rely on condition, 

personality and beauty (in the eye of the 

beholder) to be a winner. Each must be clean, 

well groomed and easy to handle to be in the 

running for a final award rosette. Many judges 

have more trouble with this class as there are 

always many more excellent entries than final 

award spots. 

 

The road for a regional or international winner 

starts with the entry in a local show. Kittens 

from four to eight months are shown in their 

own household pet kitten class.  They do not 

compete with the adults (cats over eight 

months old).  They do not need to be altered 

(neutered or spayed), registered and they do 

not have titles. They do receive final rosettes in 

each show, which determines their placement 

at the end of the season.  

 

The show season is May 1st to April 30th of 

the following year. Kittens are scored on their 

best thirty rings in all the shows they have 

entered during the four months they are 

kittens. 

http://www.thecathouseinc.com/
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Adults must be altered to enter a show and can 

be shown only once without a registration 

number. From the first show entered adults 

start to accumulate points and finals toward 

their titles of Master, Grand Master, Double 

Grand Master, Triple Grand Master, Quad 

Grand Master and finally Supreme Grand 

Master.  

 

Each title has requirements which must be 

fulfilled before the next level can be claimed. In 

TICA each adult household pet starts as a 

Senior and when 300 points and one final have 

been accumulated, the title of Master can be 

claimed. Grand Master requires six finals under 

four different judges, three in top five Specialty 

or top ten Allbreed and 1,000 points. For a 

Double Grand Master - 1,000 additional points 

and one more final is needed. Triple Grand 

Master - 1,000 points more and another top 

final. Quad Grand Master - again the 1,000 

points and top final, but Supreme Grand 

Master requires 2,000 additional points and a 

Best Cat in either Specialty or Allbreed.  

 

To be a Supreme Grand Master a cat has 

earned 6,000 points and ten finals including at 

least one Best Cat. Points are awarded for 

color, division and final wins. Adult household 

pets are scored on the best fifty rings for one 

season for year end awards. 

 

Not every cat is a show cat, but they can all be 

loving pets in their own home. Try showing 

your cat in a small show if you like but 

remember if your pet doesn't like being shown 

off, he is still the lover that sleeps on your lap 

each evening and purrs in your ear every night. 

 

 

 

 

www.calgarycatclinic.com  

 

 

http://www.calgarycatclinic.com/
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http://countryclub-petresort.com/index.aspx

http://countryclub-petresort.com/index.aspx
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BUYING A PUREBRED KITTEN  

 

Most people who want a purebred kitten choose their preferred breed because of the unique physical 

appearance and personality characteristics that distinguish each of the fifty or more different breeds of 

cat.   

 

We are all aware of ‘look-alikes’ who may have other mixed-breed cats in their background, but who 

are never the less not purebred and who may not possess all the known and desirable traits of the 

purebred.  In fact they may carry undesirable traits such as the questionable temperament found in 

some poorly-bred cats of Siamese coloring, which has given many people the impression that Siamese 

are mean and unpredictable when in fact the well-bred Siamese cat is a loving and gentle pet with an 

incredible personality.   

 

To guarantee that you are in fact purchasing a purebred animal, sufficient proof should be provided by 

means of registration certificates and pedigrees.  This registration certifies the parentage of the kitten 

and guarantees an unbroken line of good quality purebred ancestors. 

 

To locate your special kitten, phone one of the cat club representatives who maintain a list of 

recommended breeders and who can also put you in touch with out-of-town breeders for that rare 

breed you cannot find locally.  The International Cat Association (TICA) maintains a list of breeders 

who have signed the TICA Code of Ethics.  Information can be found at www.tica.org 

 

You may also talk to breeders at cat shows or watch for their ads in the local papers.  However, 

newspaper ads could be a case of ‘buyer beware’ ensuring that the ‘purebred’ kitten advertised is, in 

fact, a registered specimen of its breed.  Sometimes it is not and you may be disappointed with how it 

develops. 

 

Registered kittens sold as pets, with a neuter or spay agreement, can be quite reasonably priced.  

Ethical and responsible breeders are reluctant to sell a very young kitten preferring to get it past the 

stress of weaning and ensure that it is in good health before it leaves.  

 

Included in the price of the kitten should be the cost of shots and a vet examination.  Most breeders 

take their kittens for shots at eight, ten and twelve weeks of age.  By this time, the kitten is ready for 

its new home.  The cost for the shots average between $60 to $95 for each kitten and the kitten then 

leaves the breeder with good protection against distemper, rhinotracheitis, calici, Chlamydia and 

leukemia virus.  Preferably you should receive the vaccination record for your kitten.   

 

Eight to ten weeks is a vulnerable period for kittens and it is not uncommon for health problems to 

develop.  If you buy a kitten at eight weeks you will still have to add those vet costs to your purchase 

price and you may incur even higher costs if the kitten develops health problems.  Reputable breeders 

should provide a health guarantee for a minimum of a week after the kitten leaves for its new home. It 

is also advisable to have the kitten checked by your vet for your own peace of mind. 

 

It hardly needs to be pointed out that the kittens should have been raised in a clean environment 

where the cats are comfortable, well-fed, handled frequently, are healthy and are raised with love. 

 

 

http://www.tica.org/
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http://www.smshowsupplies.ca/ 
 

http://www.smshowsupplies.ca/
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www.calgaryholisticvet.com 

http://www.calgaryholisticvet.com/
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FIRST WEEKS WITH A NEW 

KITTEN  

 

 

When you take your kitten 

home it may feel quite lost 

and alone after being with 

mother and litter-mates.  It 

is natural for it to stand and 

meow as it is calling for 

mother and friends.  It may 

be cautious and hide until it feels secure.   

 

Generally with special loving attention and 

gentle handling it will adapt quickly.  It may be 

reluctant to eat at first because it misses the 

company of its brothers and sisters around the 

plate.  For sleeping it may prefer your bed and 

your company!  If this is not what you want, 

make it comfortable in a cozy chair or 

cardboard carton lined with something soft or 

even newspaper.   

 

Be sure that it doesn’t have to look far for its 

litter pan.  A kitten is like a young toddler.  It 

cannot control the urge for a long period while 

it runs from the second floor all the way to the 

basement!  Provide a close alternative so that it 

will not choose the nearest available corner.  

Cats are fussy and will often not use a dirty or 

smelly litter pan.  If you are not regular in 

your clean-up chores do not be surprised if 

your kitten has unwelcome accidents. 

 

At first your kitten will need 

three or four small feedings 

daily depending on its age and 

size.  By four months most 

kittens can eat enough for 

their needs at two meals each day.  A good 

quality canned food is your best choice, adding 

some dry chow to its diet as well.  An average 

kitten or cat requires four to six ounces of 

canned food per day with about a quarter cup 

of dry chow, although some large or stockier 

breeds will require more.  It is best to ask your 

breeder for diet suggestions.   

 

Occasional a small amount of liver, kidney and 

raw meat are a nice change, but more than a 

few ounces of liver each week can be 

undesirable.  The kitten can have cooked egg 

or raw egg yolk, but never raw egg white.  

Fresh water is needed at all times.   

Milk may cause diarrhea or digestive upsets, 

particularly in Siamese cats.  Some cats thrive 

on cottage cheese added to their basic food.  

While the kitten is growing a vitamin 

supplement is a good idea. 

 

Adapting to a new environment 

can be stressful and it is not 

unusual for a kitten to come 

down with minor sniffles and 

sneezes because the stress has 

lowered it’s natural resistance to 

common germs.  If your kitten becomes sick 

during the first few days in his new home, it is 

best to contact the breeder for advice and 

assistance in treating the problem.  An 

apparently healthy kitten could have been 

incubating an infection just before you brought 

him home.  Ethical breeders will take the 

kitten back for treatment or have their own 

vet check the kitten and prescribe treatment.  

If you do not contact the breeder in such a 

case, you cannot expect him to pay the bills 

you incur. 

 

If you are working each day 

you should consider having 

two kittens together so that 

they will not be so lonely 

during the day.  The second 

kitten need not be another purebred, if your 

budget won’t stretch that far.  You may find an 

appealing mixed breed kitten or young cat at 

the MEOW Foundation or S.P.C.A. 
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For more complete and up to date information 

about cats, may we recommend the excellent 

book entitled “The Book of the Cat’, published 

by Summit Books, available in local bookstores 

as a large format paperback. 

 

 

http://www.3dthis.ca/ 
 

BREEDS 

 

Abyssinians  

 

 

The Abyssinian (Aby) is believed to be one of 

the oldest breeds of cats.   According to genetic 

studies, cats in the coastal areas of the Bay of 

Bengal, India may be potential forbearers to 

the Abyssinian. 

 

The cat has a low maintenance, short fine 

ticked coat, with bands of white and color 

alternating on the hair shaft, with the tips 

always the darkest. The coat should be void of 

any barring or spots.  

 

They are a muscular, strong, lithe cat set atop a 

fine bone structure. The Abby’s nose and chin 

should form a straight vertical line on a 

moderate wedge head. Almond shaped eyes 

and low set, large ears finish the look to this 

exquisite cat. 

 

In the 1950’s a few unwanted longhaired kitten 

were born from breeding pairs of Abyssinians 

in the US.  By the 1960’s breeders were 

working on bringing out the longhaired trait – 

named the Somali.  Somali’s have a rich, semi-

long coat with a fox-like tail. The coat is a 

minimum groom coat as it does not normally 

form tangles or matt like some of the other 

long haired breeds of cats. 

 

The Somali has a moderately long body, large 

ears and eyes.  It should have firm muscular 

development, be well balanced physically, and 

feral in appearance.  The double coat should be 

soft to the touch, fine in texture and dense. 

Abyssinians and Somalis are affectionate, 

intelligent and interact with their owners.  

They are playful with high energy levels. 

 

 

 

 

Splendid Cats 
Mary Lockwood 

Alliance, Alberta 

Phone : (780) 879-0000 

Email: Splendid@wildroseinternet.ca  

Website: splendidcats.com 

 

 

American Shorthair/American 

Wirehair  

 

The American 

Shorthair (ASH) 

is North 

America’s native 

shorthair 

working cat.  

The breed may 

have developed 

from the cats brought by pilgrims on the 

Mayflower in 1620.  

 

They are highly adaptable cats and come in all 

color styles except for pointed patterns, 

Burmese and Tonkinese colors. They are a 

sturdy cat with a strong square muzzle. 

American Shorthairs have a short round face 

with medium to large round eyes and medium 

sized ears set wide apart on the head. 

 

http://www.3dthis.ca/
mailto:Splendid@wildroseinternet.ca
http://www.splendidcats.com/
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Their coats are resistant to matting, the 

elements or tangling with debris. Weekly 

brushing helps control natural shedding. 

 

American Shorthairs are quiet, affectionate cats 

with a sweet tempered and sociable 

personality. 

In 1966 a genetic mutation occurred in the 

American Shorthairs, several kittens were born 

with a harsh dense, springy coat. Each hair was 

bent or hooked creating this unique effect.  

These cats were developed as the American 

Wirehair. 

American Shorthairs and American Wirehairs 

are allowed to be bred interchangeably creating 

kittens of both breeds when crossed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balinese/Siamese/Oriental Shorthair 

(OSH)/ Oriental Longhair (OLH) 

 

 

These four 

breeds of cats 

are quite 

unique in that 

the only thing 

differentiating 

them is color, 

pattern and 

hair length. 

 

The Siamese was the original breed and threw a 

unique mutation of a silky, longhair variant.  

Balinese were the result of pairing of Siamese 

with recessive long hair genes.  Siamese and 

Balinese are pointed with color on the face, 

limbs and tail, while the body is a light tan or 

cream color. 

 

In the 1950’s man added to the diversity of the 

Siamese and Balinese by adding solid colored 

and tabby cats through selective breeding. This 

breeding created what is now known as the 

Oriental Shorthair (OSH) and Oriental 

Longhair (OLH) breeds. 

 

This breed group is exquisite and regal looking; 

with fine boning, covered by strong lean 

muscles. Their bodies are long and tubular set 

atop long, fine boned legs. Their heads are 

wedge shaped ending in a fine triangular 

muzzle. Large broad based ears extend and 

complete the triangular head as a continuation 

of the wedge.  Medium sized almond eyes that 

slant slightly toward the nose finish this look.  

Siamese and OSH have short coats that look as 

though they are painted on the body. Balinese 

and OLH have coat that is double the length of 

the shorthairs, but also have a beautiful plume 

to their tail. All 4 breeds are easy groom, low 

maintenance, but have no undercoat for 

environmental protection. 

 

These breeds are highly vocal, social creatures. 

They demand companionship and always have 

a tale to tell their owners. They enjoy playing 

and if they do not have a playmate they will 

create their own out of anything.  These are 

active, athletic cats with firm musculature and 

the ability to jump to heights with ease.  

Highly intelligent, they can, and do, learn to 

problem solve.  

 
BREEDERS 

 

Balimoor 
Balinese, Oriental, Siamese 

Maureen Davies 

Calgary, Alberta 

Phone : (403) 239-9519 

Fax: (403) 241-8233 

Email: maureen.davies@shaw.ca  

Website: http://members.shaw.ca/balimoor   

 

 

Zsuzse 
Siamese 

Suzanne Zwarun  

Calgary, Alberta 

Phone: (403) 279-5815 

mailto:maureen.davies@shaw.ca
http://members.shaw.ca/balimoor
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Email: zwaruns@telus.net 

Website: www.siamese-zsuzse.com   

Bengal 

 

The 

Bengal is 

a medium 

to large- 

sized cat 

originally 

developed 

from 

crosses between domestic cats and the Asian 

Leopard cat.  Today’s Bengals come from 

breeding Bengals to other Bengals.  They are 

among the most popular breed of cats and are 

often seen at shows. 

 

Bengals have small rounded ears on a moderate 

sized head; a wide nose on a prominent bridge, 

thick whisker pads and large oval eyes. This 

exquisite head sits atop a long muscular body 

that should feel taut. A luxurious spotted coat; 

spots are large and horizontally aligned 

generally a dark brown to black color. We now 

see rosettes on Bengals creating an even more 

exotic look. The spots can sit atop a wide 

variety of background colors from white and 

ivory to buff, gold or sienna colors. 

 

Temperament is important and the cats must 

be gentle and unchallenging.  Bengals are 

active, inquisitive cats that love to climb, as 

well as perching and walking at heights. They 

are affectionate, playful and busy, as well as 

confident and devoted companions.   Bengals 

are suited to owners who like active cats, cats 

who may always be “on-the-go” 

 

 

 

 

 

BENGAL BREEDERS 

 

 

www.wildrosebengals.ca  

 

 

 

 

www.silkenthunder.ca  

 

Kamisha Bengals & Exotic 
Shorthairs 
Kathy Shaw 

Washington State 

Phone: (206) 819-3919 

Email: kamishaexotics@gmail.com  

Website: www.kamisha.com   

 

 

 

www.crazycatpeoplebengals.com  

 

http://www.siamese-zsuzse.com/
http://www.wildrosebengals.ca/
http://www.silkenthunder.ca/
mailto:kamishaexotics@gmail.com
http://www.kamisha.com/
http://www.crazycatpeoplebengals.com/
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www.bengalexoticfx.com  

 

 

Birman 

 

The Birman is 

known as the 

sacred cat of 

Burma.  

 

This is a semi-

longhaired cat 

with color points 

and stunning blue 

eyes. Birman’s elegant, silky, single coat comes 

in all color point patterns, with beautiful white 

mitts on all for feet (show quality cats). The 

white on the back feet should be like a 

gauntlet. The silky soft coat is well known for 

it’s resistance to matting. They have a 

distinctive Roman nose, with nostrils set low 

and a flat forehead, and high cheek bones 

accentuate the large oval blue eyes. The body is 

medium to large in size with heavy boning and 

a firm feel. 

 

These cats are a robust, hardy breed and they 

love companionship. They are gentle in nature 

and make great family companions.  The 

Birman can live contently in single cat or 

multi-pet homes.   

 

 

 

BIRMAN BREEDERS 

 

 
www.mikasu-birmans.com  
 

Angel Eyes 
Sylvia Foulds 

Edmonton, Alberta 

Phone: (780) 455-0330 

Email: angelcats@shaw.ca 

Email: birmancats@shaw.ca 

Website: www.angel-eyes.ca 

Bojo Birmans  

Julia Duguid 

Edmonton, AB, 

Phone 780-466-6292  

Email:juliaduguid@bojobirmans.com 

Website: www.bojobirmans.com 

 

British Shorthair / British 

Longhair 

 

 

This is Great 

Britain’s native 

working breed of cat 

with a lineage 

believed to go back 

to Roman times 

 

The British Shorthair 

is a medium to large sturdy cat with a semi-

cobby, powerful body. They have a full broad 

chest, broad shoulders and hips, short strong 

substantial legs, and a thick tale. The head is 

round with full round cheeks which give the 

cat a chubby, chipmunk appearance.   Its eyes 

should be large, round and expressive. The ears 

are medium round and set wide apart, and the 

http://www.bengalexoticfx.com/
http://www.mikasu-birmans.com/
http://www.angel-eyes.ca/
mailto:juliaduguid@bojobirmans.com
http://www.bojobirmans.com/
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nose is broad, short and snubbed with an 

obvious change in direction from the bridge. 

The fur is short, dense, firm, well-bodied with 

a natural protective appearance. The coat feels 

like a plush rug.  They are available in a wide 

variety of colors now, but blue is the original 

color for the breed. 

 

British Shorthairs are very independent, yet 

affectionate. Loyal and devoted companions, 

they prefer to remain on the floor and do not 

engage in high flying acrobatics.  British 

Shorthairs are easy to groom and should be 

combed lightly to remove loose hair 

 

The British Longhair requires more grooming.  

Daily combing and regular bathing will keep 

the coat in peak condition.  The breed can gain 

weight so portion control and daily play will 

help keep them in condition. 

BRITISH  SHORTHAIR BREEDER 

 

Magnacatta 
Brenda Ffraser 

Red Deer, AB 

Phone: (403) 356-9553 

Email:  magnacat@telus.net  

Website: 

http://www.magnacatta.blogspot.ca/ 

 

Burmese 

 

The Burmese 

is thought to 

be the native 

cat of 

Burma.  

Contemporary Burmese trace their ancestry to 

a Tonkinese This striking little breed of cat has 

undergone many changes through selective 

breeding and looks very different from the 

founding cats; but is lovingly referred to as the 

gold-eyed sepia beauty of the cat fancy. 

 

They are a medium size, compact cat with a 

well muscled body. The Burmese is heavy for 

its size. Everything about the Burmese is 

round. Their body is cobby with a barrel chest, 

their head and nose is round accented by round 

yellow to gold eyes. There is a visible break in 

the line of the nose, and to finish the look, 

medium sized ears are set well apart on the 

head. (Very little grooming is required so the 

Burmese are easy upkeep cats). 

 

The coat comes in a variety of colors. They 

may look like a solid color but they actually 

are pointed.   This is more evident among 

juveniles than mature cats 

 

The breed is easy going, affectionate and 

known for its adaptability. They seek attention 

from their owners and will gladly tell stories in 

a soft, sweet voice. They are calm,  people-

oriented cats and make enjoyable family pets.  

Burmese are comfortable with apartment life. 

 

 

 

 

BURMESE BREEDER 

 

KITZSPA 
Judy Seeber 

Lumby, BC 

Phone: (250) 547-9767 

E-Mail: rseeber@shaw.ca 

Website: www.kitzspacattery.com 

 

Chartreux 

 

 

 “The Chartreux, a natural 

French breed of great antiquity, 

is known as the Smiling Blue cat 

of France.”  (Legacy of the Cat 

2
nd

 Edition Gloria Stephens) 

 

In the cat fancy world we look 

for balance in a cat; for the 

Chartreux this rule is thrown out 

the window.  The Chartreux has a broad 

round head, topped with close set small to 

mailto:magnacat@telus.net
http://www.magnacatta.blogspot.ca/
http://www.kitzspacattery.com/
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medium sized ears. They have a very strong 

jaw line creating a smiling effect. The eyes are 

large and round in either a gold or copper 

color. These hefty cats have a substantial semi-

cobby body set atop slender, short legs. 

Frequently the Chartreux is referred to as a 

“potato on toothpicks”. The Chartreux is 

adorned with a thick, plush, woolly double 

coat that is soft and always blue.  Weekly 

combing is usually the extent of grooming. 

 

They are sweet, tolerant cats devoted to their 

owners and they can make wonderful 

companions for elderly people and people who 

live alone. 

 

 

 

 

Cornish Rex 

 

 
 

Cornish Rex’s are the greyhounds of the cat 

world. They are a medium sized cat with a 

long lean body and noticeable abdominal tuck.  

The head is rounded on top but still fits a 

wedge type profile. Huge close set ears and egg 

shaped eyes finish the unusual look for the 

Cornish Rex. The coat is soft and wavy 

creating a rippling effect. Even the whiskers on 

the Cornish Rex are wavy. 

 

Little grooming is needed as the Cornish Rex 

does not constantly shed.  There is not much 

hair so they need a warmer environment 

 

The Cornish Rex is known as a charming, 

talkative, active breed of cat. They crave 

attention and will seek out their owners to get 

it.
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www.calgaryvet.com  

 

 

http://www.springbankpetresort.ca/

http://www.calgaryvet.com/
http://www.springbankpetresort.ca/
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Devon Rex 

 

The Devon Rex  has 

a modified wedge 

head, with wide-set, 

large oval eyes, short 

muzzle, prominent 

cheekbones and 

huge, low set ears  

creating an elf-like 

look.  

 

They have a long slender body, but their 

boning is not as delicate as the Cornish Rex.  

The coat is very short and soft with a relaxed 

wave.  Whiskers and eyebrows are crinkled.  

 

They are an easy going breed of cat. The 

Devon Rex love to play and even enjoys a 

good game of fetch.  It has a good disposition, a 

quiet voice and is suited for apartment life. 

 

 

 

Donskoy 

 

 

 

The Donskoy is a Russian breed of cat first 

found in 1987.  

 

They are typically bald although some have 

flock, soft velour or brush coats. The Donskoy 

have a compact muscular body and a rounded 

tummy. The head has a wide brow, gigantic 

ears, almond shaped eyes, a short face, with 

large cheek-bones and a powerful chin. A few 

breeders lovingly call them their “little aliens” 

as they are very unusual looking for those who 

first see them. 

Special considerations are needed for owning a 

Donskoy.   They require a warmer home (one 

a human can walked around naked in 

comfortably) that is draft free. They thrive on 

giving and receiving attention and need the 

company.  If you are away at work all day, this 

cat is not for you. 

 

(Special note for those with cat allergies: the 

gene that causes the allergic reaction in humans 

appears to be missing in this breed, even the fluffy 

variation. However, if the allergy is to cat saliva a 

human may still react – consult you doctor first as 

part of your consideration when deciding on a 

Donskoy) 

 

 

 

 

Egyptian Mau 

 

The 

Egyptian 

Mau dates 

back to 

1500 B.C. 

and 

believed to 

be the 

ancestors of 

the cat 

loved and 

worshipped by the ancient Egyptians.   It is the 

only natural spotted domestic cat and is a rare 

breed 

 

The Egyptian Mau is a svelte cat, similar in 

build to the Abysinnian. It is the only spotted 

breed that is natural rather than a deliberate 

result of selective breeding.  The ears are 

medium-large and set well back on the head; 

the gooseberry green eyes are a round almond 

shape set into a modified wedge head. The 

Egyptian Mau has a very characteristic “M” on 

its forehead. The coat has a stunning 

appearance like a pattern of watered silk and 

comes in bronze, silver or black smoke colors.            
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These cats are affectionate and loyal, but 

definitely a one family cat. They tend to shy 

away from unfamiliar people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exotic Shorthair 

 

The Exotic 

Shorthair is 

a man-made 

breed, the 

result of 

selective 

breeding 

programs to 

produce a Persian type without longhair. 

 

The Persian was crossed with mostly American 

Shorthairs, Burmese and British Shorthairs to 

obtain the shorthair characteristic. 

 

The cat should be firm and well-balanced 

physically, giving the impression of robust 

power. The cobby body is well-rounded; the 

boning is sturdy, large and in proportion to the 

body. The tail should be short in proportion to 

the body. In front view, forelegs should be 

short and straight, adding to a sturdy 

appearance.  Viewed from behind, the legs 

should be straight. The chest should be deep, 

equally massive across the shoulders and rump 

with a short, well-rounded midsection.  

 

The coat of the Exotic should be full of life. 

The down hairs are dense, making the coat 

stand off from the body.  The head should be a 

broad, round shape, massive, with great 

breadth of skull and a domed forehead. There 

should be a sweet expression to the face. This is 

important, as the cat should be pleasant to look 

at, never mean nor frowning in appearance.  

 

Temperament is sweet and lovable.  These are 

quiet cats and well suited to apartments or 

homes where less vocal cats are appreciated. 

 

Himalayan 

 

The Himalayan is the pointed version of the 

Persian. 

 

The Himalayan should be firm, well-balanced 

physically and give the impression of robust 

power.  The cobby body is well rounded; the 

boning sturdy, large and in proportion to the 

body.  The back should be short and level; the 

tail should be short, in proportion to the body 

and carried without a curve.  The legs should 

be straight.  The chest should be deep and there 

should be a well rounded mid-section. They 

have a round, massive  head with great breadth 

of skull, broad powerful jaws and prominent 

cheekbones. The short turned up nose should 

be as broad as it is long 

 

Like the Persian, the hair should be long all 

over the body, including the shoulders with an 

immense ruff.  There should be a sweet 

expression to the face. 

 

They need to combed and brushed daily to 

keep the coat from matting and have to bathed 

often. 

 

Temperament is sweet and loveable.  

Himalayans are calm cats and are content with 

a quiet life. 

Havana 

 

The Havana 

is a rare man 

made breed 

of cat 

believed to 

have 

originated 

from reddish 

brown cats 

in Siam (now 

Thailand). 
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This striking mahogany cat is a beauty. It has a 

modified wedge head with rounded contours 

topped with large round ears; large green oval 

eyes separated by a pronounced stop between 

the eyebrow and the beginning of the nose; and 

strong muzzle finished with puffy whisker 

pads. The Havana has a smooth short coat of 

either solid chocolate or lilac colors. 

 

These cats have a warm, charming disposition. 

Everything about them is soft and gentle. They 

crave and require attention; to be ignored by 

their humans is a punishment for a Havana. 

 

 

 

 

 

Korat 

 

The Korat is a silver blue cat with large green 

eyes.  The Korat’s heart-shaped head and face is 

like that of no other breed 

 

This cat is very strong with a muscular semi-

cobby body and strong leg boning. The eyes 

are over-size and set well apart.   The large ears 

are set high on the head 

 

The Korat is known for its sweet, patient 

nature. They are very devoted to their family 

and highly intelligent. They have soft voices 

and keen hearing, sight and scent. 
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LaPerm 

 

The LaPerm is 

medium sized, 

curly coated cat 

and comes in a 

range of colors, 

patterns, fur 

length and 

curliness.  Any 

eye color is acceptable since eye color has no 

relation to coat color in this breed.   

 

There is surprising weight for size which 

ranges from 7 to 9 pounds. The cat is alert and 

seems to be walking tall on his feet.   With 

curly whiskers, wide set eyes and ears, a 

triangular face framed by a full ruff around the 

neck and long legs, these cats seem very 

graceful. 

 

The LaPerm comes in both a Shorthair and 

Longhair coat length. The Longhair coat will 

have a moderately soft, springy coat texture 

standing away from the body in ringlet type 

curls or waves over most of the cat. The 

longest curls are on the underside of the neck 

and at the base of the ears. Both longhaired 

males and females can have a full neck ruff, 

whereas the shorthaired have no ruff.  There 

are very few guard hairs, however the thicker 

and heavier the coat, the better.  

 

The long haired varieties have a lovely, curly 

plumed tail while the shorthaired LaPerms 

have more of a bottle brush kind of tail.  The 

coat does not mat easily and it is considered a 

low maintenance breed.  

 

LaPerms are gentle, affectionate and people 

oriented as well as intelligent and inquisitive.  

They enjoy play and are very adaptable.   

 

Cat Curls LaPerms 
Denise Abraham 

Bowden, Alberta 

Phone:  (403) 224-2232   

E-mail:  catcurls.laperms@yahoo.ca  

Website:  http://catcurllaperms.yolasite.com  

 

 

 

 

Maine Coon 

 

The Maine Coon is lynx-like in appearance, yet 

gentle in temperament.  It is North America’s 

only natural long hair breed. 

 

This is one of the 

largest breeds of 

domestic cats 

with males 

weighing 12 to 18 

pounds.  Maines 

take between 3 to 

5 years to fully 

mature. 

 

They are a 

working cat with 

an extremely 

long, shaggy coat and a long, bushy tail.  The 

body is long and rectangular with medium 

length legs.  ..  The head shape is a broad 

modified wedge with a broad square muzzle. 

The eyes are large oval shaped slanting slightly 

towards the ear base. Large, lynx tipped ears 

are set high up on the head. They have thick, 

strong neck, heavy boning and substantial 

musculature. The Maine Coon is available in 

all coat colors and does require regular 

grooming to prevent matting. 

 

These are the gentle giants of the cat world:  

very relaxed and easy going. The Maine Coon 

is people oriented, but does not demand 

constant attention. They are mellow cats, quiet 

and amiable, yet they do not necessarily want 

to be held. 

 

MAINE COON BREEDERS 

 

 

mailto:catcurls.laperms@yahoo.ca
http://catcurllaperms.yolasite.com/
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PurRydeRoc 
Ruth Sogz 

Calgary, Alberta  

Phone: (403) 283-2261 Cell: (403) 608-5229 

Email: rmsogz@yahoo.com  

Website:www.purryderoc.com  

 

 

 

Maine Coon breeders continued on next 

page 
 

Hooked on Coons 
Bonny Giesbrecht 

Medicine Hat, Alberta  

Phone: (403) 526-5647  

Email: hukncoon@telus.net  

Website: 

www.hookedoncoons.homestead.com  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.decassa.com/ 
 

Manx/ Cymric 

 

The origin of the 

Manx is 

unknown, but 

some believe it 

originated 

hundreds of 

years ago on the 

Isle of Man. 

 

The short haired Manx and semi-longhaired 

Cymric (“kimric”) are tailless cats.   They have 

short, firm, round bodies with a rounded 

rump. The head of the Manx is round and 

slightly longer than it is broad, topped with 

wide-set, flared ears. The eyes are large and 

round having a slight angle to them. The hind 

legs are higher than the shoulders creating a 

hopping gait. The coat is a double coat, thick 

and plush, although minimal grooming needed. 

Manx are available in all coat colors and 

patterns. 

 

They tend to be shy cats, with the ability to 

jump and climb to great heights. They are 

known for their loyalty to their “human” and 

aloofness to others. They make great 

companions, especially to those living alone. 

 

The Cymric has a silky, longer outer coat and 

thick close, undercoat.  Temperament is similar 

to the Manx. 

 

Norwegian Forest Cat 

 

 

The Norwegian Forest Cat is 

the native long-haired cat of 

Norway.  It has a thick, heavy, 

all-weather coat, a huge bushy 

tail and large appealing 

almond-shaped eyes.. 

 

The body is large and imposing, of moderate 

length with heavy boning and substantial 

musculature.  The legs are medium length, 

with hind legs longer than the forelegs.  The 

full flowing tail is as long as the body. The 

head should fit into equilateral triangle. .The 

almond-shaped eyes are extremely large and 

expressive. Finishing the look are medium-

large ears set wide apart adorned with heavy 

longhairs and lynx tips.  The all-weather coat is 

uneven and dense with a full ruff.  Water will 

bead up on top of the coat making bathing a 

challenge as it takes a lot of shampoo to 

penetrate the natural oils.  In general, other 

than combing, grooming is not an issue since 

the cats do their own laundry.. 

 

Norwegian Forest Cats are a quiet, 

affectionate, loving breed of cat. They are well 

mailto:rmsogz@yahoo.com
http://www.purryderoc.com/
http://www.decassa.com/
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known for their intelligence and dependability.  

They have a soothing disposition and are 

sometimes employed as therapy cats.  

 

 

Ocicat 

 

 

The Ocicat is a 

large cat with a 

feral look.  

Originally it 

was the result 

of a breeding 

mix of the 

Abyssinian, 

Siamese and 

the American 

Shorthair 

 

The Ocicat is a spotted cat.  The head is a 

modified wedge with a slight curve from 

muzzle to cheek and a gentle rise from the 

bridge of the nose to the brow. The muzzle of 

the Ocicat has well defined square nose, with 

good length and a strong chin. The ears are 

moderately large and set at the corners of the 

head.  Lynx tipping is desirable.  Large almond 

shaped eyes slanted toward the ears finish the 

look to this ‘wild’ cat. The close lying coat has 

beautiful spots along the body and a traditional 

“M” on the forehead.  

Ocicats are gentle and very intelligent.  They 

can be taught to respond to voice commands.  

While they look like spotted leopards, they 

have the loving disposition of any domestic 

pussycat. 

 

Pixiebob 

 

The Pixiebob is a muscular, brawny cat bred to 

resemble the wild coastal Red Bobcat found in 

the coastal mountains of the Pacific 

Northwest.  It comes in two coat lengths. 

 

Pixiebobs are allowed extra toes (polydactyl) 

which make their feet larger.  The minimum 

tail length is 2 inches and it can be as long as 

the hock.  Deep set eyes and heavy brow create 

their wild look. Some Pixiebobs have lynx tips 

on their ears. 

 

The Pixiebob has a double coat that stands out 

away from the body. Shorthairs have an 

extremely thick coat; the longhairs have a 

medium coat up to 3.5 cm in length with a 

softer, silkier texture.  The ideal is a brown 

spotted tabby ranging in shade from tawny to 

reddish brown. 

 

Although it may have a wild look to it, the 

Pixiebob is known for its laid-back, relaxed 

manner and devoted family orientation. 
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Persian 

 

The exact history of the Persian is 

unknown, but they have been 

recognized for over 100 years. 

Today’s Persian bear little 

resemblance to the 

original cats as selective 

breeding helped to 

create the more 

extreme face 

that we see today. 

 

The Persian is a short cobby body held up with 

short, thick boned legs. They have a round 

massive round head with great breadth of skull, 

broad powerful jaws and prominent 

cheekbones. The short turned up nose should 

be as broad as it is long, there must be a 

definite break in the plane between the eyes. 

The ears of the Persian are small and round 

placed far apart on the head; the eyes should be 

large, round and wide set to create the 

characteristic “baby doll” expression of the 

Persian. 

 

The Persian has a very thick, plush coat that 

requires an indoor environment to protect it. 

The hair should be hung long all over the 

body, including the shoulders.  The ruff should 

be immense and continue to a deep frill of hair 

along the neck to the front legs.  Persians have 

a dense under coat that is susceptible to 

matting.  Regular grooming and bathing are a 

must to keep the coat and skin healthy. 

Persians with white faces need their eyes wiped 

daily to prevent tear staining of the coat.  

 

The Himalayan is essentially a pointed Persian; 

their color is always as points on the face, 

limbs and tail with the body being a light 

cream to tan color. They have the same body 

type and coat texture as the Persian. (p. 18) 

 

The Exotic Shorthair is a “Persian in pajamas” 

they have short, dense, plush coat and are a 

man made breed first appearing in the 1960’s. 

The Exotic Shorthair is available in all coat 

colors including the points. (p. 17) 

All 3 breeds are known for their laid back, 

quiet, relaxed personality.  They are sweet and 

lovable and enjoy attention. 

 

PERSIAN  BREEDERS 

 

 

http://www3.telus.net/Sugar/arrow1.htm 

 

http://www3.telus.net/Sugar/arrow1.htm
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http://www.chinookwindspersians.com/ 

 

Peterbald 

 

The Peterbald, a 

Russian breed, was 

developed from a 

cross between the 

Donskoy and 

Oriental Shorthair.  

The coat ranges 

from totally smooth bald skin through a 

velour texture to a short brushy coat. 

 

Peterbald coats are divided:  Bald and Hairy.  

Hairy is divided to Brush and Straight.  Bald is 

further divided into Ultra bald (hairless), Flock 

(90% bald) and Velour (70% hairless).  

 

Peterbalds have long tubular bodies, long 

spider-like legs, long whippy tails, long necks, 

and long straight profiles.  The slender frame is 

well muscled.  Ears are extra large and set low 

on the wedge shaped head which ends in a 

blunt muzzle rather than a pointed one..  Paws 

are oval shaped with long webbed toes that the 

Peterbald uses to grasp objects. 

 

They require frequent bathing to remove oily 

residue from their skin.  Nail beds and ears 

need special attention as residue can build 

quickly in these areas. 

 

The breed is intelligent, affectionate and 

athletic.  They are highly sociable and need 

company so should not be left alone for long 

periods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PETERBALD  BREEDERS 

 

 

ForEverYoursCattery 
Charlie Mitchell 

Spruce Grove, Alberta 

Phone: (780) 968-2613 

Email: charliepmitchell@hotmail.com  

Website: http://foreveryourscattery.com/ 

 

Skinisin Cattery 
Coleen Boissonnault 

Edmonton, Alberta 

Phone: (780) 218-9987 

Email: skinisincattery@hotmail.com 

Website: http://skinisincattery.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ragdoll 

 

 

The 

Ragdoll is 

large, 

heavy 

breed of 

cat that 

reaches 

full 

maturity at 4 years of age. They have a broad, 

modified wedge head, slight rounded contours 

ending in a well developed muzzle and chin. 

The ears are broad at the base, rounded at the 

tip and should be continuation of the modified 

wedge. Ragdolls have large, oval  blue eyes. 

The body is firm sitting on substantial legs and 

large tufted feet.  The long body should be 

substantial with a full broad chest.   

http://www.chinookwindspersians.com/
mailto:charliepmitchell@hotmail.com
http://foreveryourscattery.com/
mailto:skinisincattery@hotmail.com
http://skinisincattery.com/
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The semi-long haired coat is longest around the 

neck giving the appearance of a bib and 

medium to long along the sides, abdomen and 

hind legs.  Ragdolls are shown in solid point 

and parti-color and in seal chocolate, 

cinnamon, blue, frost and fawn colors. 

 

The breed is calm, docile, quiet and easy to 

handle. They make sweet, endearing pets and 

are used as therapy cats.. 

 

RAGDOLL BREEDERS 

 

http://www.telusplanet.net/public/chatanrd/ 

 

 

 

Russian Blue 

 

The Russian Blues are 

a long, graceful cat 

with a long tapering 

tail and long legs. The 

head is a modified 

wedge of a series of 

flat planes, with a flat 

skull, broad at eye 

level and a medium 

length nose. The ears 

are wide at the base 

and placed as much on the sides of the head as 

they are on the top.  

Russian Blues always have vivid green eyes and 

a smiling “Mona Lisa” expression. These cats 

are dressed in a plush short coat which stands 

out from the body. Silver tipping of the guard 

hairs gives the Russian Blue its lustrous silvery 

sheen. 

 

Sweet, gentle and shy; the Russian Blue makes 

a great family companion but are cautious with 

strangers. They are content to stay indoors and 

watch the world go by. 

 

 

 

Savannah 

 

The Savannah is an exceptionally graceful, 

well-balanced cat being developed by breeders 

that love the exotic look of an African Serval 

mixed with the more mellow temperament and 

smaller size of a domesticated cat.  

 
Savannahs have spotted and striped coats and 

colors ranging from silver to amber. They have 

distinctive "tear drop" markings around their 

eyes and large round ears. The Savannah has a 

long neck, long legs and ears, and a three-

quarter length tail. The ears of the Savannah 

are to be large and alert, with a wide base and 

slightly rounded tips. 

 

They are intelligent cats that enjoy romping, 

jumping and, surprisingly enough, are often 

curious and play with water!  Savannahs have a 

high energy level. 

 

Savannahs are not for everyone. They are 

extremely intelligent and act like they are a 

member of your family. Their energy levels are 

much higher than domestic cats and, like most 

pets; they need to be monitored around small 

children and pets (birds, gerbils, etc). If you are 

searching for an intelligent, devoted, loving 

addition to your family, then a Savannah 

might be for you!  

http://www.telusplanet.net/public/chatanrd/
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Lynxcreek Savannah 
Angie Panczak 

Magrath, Alberta 

Phone: (403) 758-3040 

Email: lynxcreek@me.com  

Website: www.lynxcreeksavannah.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scottish Fold 

 

 

The 

Scottish 

Fold comes 

in both the 

long hair 

and short 

hair 

variety.  

The coats 

are dense 

 

They are a medium sized cat with a semi-cobby 

body. The head is broad with a slight stop 

between the eye ridge and the beginning of the 

nose. The muzzle is a little longer than that of 

the British Shorthairs’ and the eyes are large, 

round,and spaced well apart. The most unique 

trait is their folded down ears.  They are 

available in all color patterns. 

 

Scottish Folds are hardy, sweet cats known for 

their adaptability to almost any situation. 

 

 

 

SCOTTISH FOLD BREEDER 

 

 

www.splendidcats.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Selkirk Rex 

 

The Selkirk Rex is very similar 

to the British Shorthair in 

conformation, 

featuring a 

large, semi-

cobby, 

sturdy- 

boned 

body. They have a round head, round eyes and 

short round muzzle.  Their distinguishing 

feature is the  rexed, wiry coat. Available in 

long and short hair lengths, the Selkirk Rex has 

loose individual curls giving the cat a shaggy 

look to it. A Selkirk Rex can be shown in all 

coat colors and patterns. 

They are patient, sweet, loyal breed of cat. 

 

BREEDER 

 

Magnacatta 
Brenda Ffraser 

Red Deer, AB 

Phone: (403) 356-9553 

Email:  magnacat@telus.net  

 

mailto:lynxcreek@me.com
http://www.lynxcreeksavannah.com/
http://www.splendidcats.com/
mailto:magnacat@telus.net
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Siberian 

 

 

 

The Siberian is northern Russia’s native, semi-

longhaired cat.  Due to severe climate, they 

developed superior survival qualities including 

thick, longer hair with a non-matting 

undercoat, thicker skin, and water repellent 

coats.  The tail is large and bushy. 

The Siberian has a modified wedge head, with 

rounded contours. The skull is typically 

broader and narrows slightly to a full rounded 

muzzle; and the ears and eyes should be set a 

good distance apart. These cats are large, strong 

and have impressive muscling making them 

agile.  

 They are shown in the traditional category in 

all color divisions. 

 

These cats are strong independent cats that 

enjoy their activity. They are very intelligent, 

learn quickly and can problem solve. 

 

 

Singapura 

 

The 

Singapura 

can trace its 

ancestry to 

distinctive 

cats that 

lived off 

the streets 

of Singapore.  

 

These are the smallest breed of cat with a 

compact, semi-cobby, muscular body, small 

rounded head and striking eyes. The muzzle of 

the Singapura is medium-short and should be 

blunt. The ears are large and a medium distance 

apart. The short ticked tabby coat comes in 

only one color  – sable brown.  

 

Singapuras are, outgoing, affectionate cats with 

soft voices and the desire to play and entertain. 

 

Somalis 

 

See Abyssinians for description 

 

SOMALI BREEDER 

www.purriwinkle.ca  

 

 

Sphynx 

 

Mutations of 

hairless cats 

have 

periodically 

popped 

throughout 

history. So 

even though 

the Sphynx is 

relatively new 

breed only achieving championship status in 

1980, the concept of this hairless wrinkled 

wonder is quite old. 

 

The Sphynx is medium sized cat covered in 

wrinkled skin and a very fine down with 

occasional short hairs on the muzzle, feet, ears, 

and tail. They have a barrel shaped chest and 

rounded abdomen. The tail is long, whippy 

http://www.purriwinkle.ca/
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and tapered from body to tip (rat tailed). The 

very large ears are wide at the base and set 

upright. The large lemon-shaped eyes slant to 

the base of the ears.  

The sphinx has some hair; it is covered with a 

short, fine down that is almost invisible to the 

eye.  These cats do need regular grooming to 

keep oil secretions from accumulating in the 

wrinkles. The ears have no hair allowing debris 

to get in the canal, so ears may need to be 

cleaned. This breed of cat is prone to sunburn 

and other elements. 

 

The Sphynx is an extremely, active, 

affectionate cat. They have an undying 

curiosity and a very vocal story to tell from 

every exploration. 

 

SPHYNX BREEDERS 

 

 

 

 

 

http://members.shaw.ca/anudedude/  

780-710-3187 Cell 

 

 

Coulee Sphynx Cattery 
 Dr. Dawn Magrath 

  Lethbridge, AB 

 Phone: 403-795-4463 

 Email:  dmagrath.ivs@telus.net 

 Web: www.couleesphynx.com  

 

 

 

Tonkinese 

  

The first Tonkinese 

was created by 

breeding Siamese & Burmese together in the 

1950’s. It was in the 1970’s that the Tonkinese 

achieved champion status. 

 

The Tonkinese were once called the “Golden 

Siamese” they are sweet shorthaired cats with a 

natural flowing medium sized body. Their 

head is a medium-short modified wedge 

softened by rounded contours, and they have a 

stop between the eyebrow ridge and the start 

of the nose. The Tonkinese is adorned by a 

soft, fine, silky close laying coat that requires 

very little grooming to maintain its beauty. 

They are shown in the sepia, pointed and mink 

patterns, however, only seal chocolate, blue, 

lilac, cinnamon and fawn are the colors 

allowed for this breed. Depending on how the 

color is distributed will determine if it is sepia, 

pointed or mink. 

 

The Tonkinese are very adaptable, active, 

social little cats. Like the Siamese they will 

always be underfoot and eager to tell a story to 

whomever will listen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toyger 

 

 

 

 

This is a new breed of cat gaining champion 

status to The International Cat Association in 

2006. The Toyger is the result of selective 

http://members.shaw.ca/anudedude/
mailto:dmagrath.ivs@telus.net
http://www.couleesphynx.com/
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breeding program started in the late 1980s 

using Bengal’s and domestic striped cats with 

the goal to create a “toy tiger”. 

 

The Toyger is a medium-sized breed of cat that 

is strong and robust, but not blocky. The head 

is medium sized, long broad and deep with 

well defined rounded contours and small round 

ears. These glittering cats are dressed in a short, 

soft, plush, striped coat that creates the “toy 

tiger” look. Long temple and jowl ruffs are 

preferred as they heighten the desired tiger 

look. Toygers have an easy going temperament 

and make good companions. 

 

 

 

www.thecathouseinc.com  

 

 

 

 

Turkish Angora 

 

The Turkish 

Angora is a natural 

breed of cat and is 

an ancient breed. 

 

The Turkish Angora is a long lean cat with a 

wedge shaped head, oval eyes and an elegant 

flowing, silky coat and a silky tail.. Their 

gorgeous coat is available in all divisions of the 

traditional category, with the whites being 

especially favored. 

 

The Turkish Angora’s are ballerinas draped in 

silk. They are athletic with an easy going 

nature and big hearts for their owners; always 

willing to dance and play for the family.  

 

 

 

 

Turkish Van 

 

The 

Turkish Van is an ancient breed of cat that is 

known for its distinctive markings and love of 

swimming. 

 

This is a large, powerful, solid and muscular 

breed of cat, taking 3 to 5 years to reach full 

maturity.. The Turkish Vans have a broad 

modified wedge head with rounded contours, 

high prominent cheekbones and a full rounded 

muzzle.  To finish the look are large ears 

turned slightly outwards and large walnut eyes 

that are slightly angled. Their distinctive 

markings are on a base color of white with 

only color around the ears and a fully colored 

tail. The coat is cashmere-like, virtually non-

matting and waterproof making the Turkish 

Van a relatively easy long hair cat to care for. 

 

http://www.thecathouseinc.com/
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This is a strong, agile breed of cat that expects 

it’s loyalty to be won by owners. They still 

show the “natural breed” intelligent, assertive, 

independent attitude, but once won they are 

very devoted companions.  

With well-muscled hind legs, they are powerful 

jumpers and can be found on top of book 

cases, refrigerators or their owner’s shoulders.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://slbrush.scentsy.ca/Scentsy/Home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://slbrush.scentsy.ca/Scentsy/Home
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http://dhpetcare.com/ 
 

 `

 
Cat’s age in human years – An old cat must receive much different care than that of a kitten to stay 

healthy. In order to get an idea of how old your cat is in relation to human terms this chart converts cat 

years into human years. This will give you an idea of your cat’s age so that you can care for him/her 

accordingly. 

Cat Years Human 

Years 

Cat Years Human 

Years 

Cat Years Human 

Years 

Cat Years Human  

Years 

1 month 5 – 6  mths 1 year 15 years 8 years 48 years 15 years 76 years 

2 months 9 – 10 mths 2 years 24 years 9 years 52 years 16 years 80 years 

3 months 2 – 3 yrs 3 years 28 years 10 years 56 years 17 years 84 years 

4 months 5 – 6 yrs 4 years 32 years 11 years 60 years 18 years 88 years 

5 months 8 – 9 yrs 5 years 36 years 12 years 64 years 19 years 92 years 

6 months 10 years 6 years 40 years 13 years 68 years 20 years 96 years 

8 months 13 years 7 years 44 years 14 years 72 years 21 years 100 years 

 

Ernest Hemingway was an amazing man, with many talents and interests. He was also an inveterate cat-
lover, because he admired the spirit and independence of cats. Hemingway acquired his first cat from a 
ship's captain in Key West, Florida, where he made his home for a number of years. This cat, which may 

have been a Maine Coon, had extra toes (technically known as polydactyl, latin for "many digits"). Today, 
approximately 60 cats, half of them polydactyl, make their home in the Ernest Hemingway Museum and 
Home, in Key West, protected by the terms of his will. At least some of those cats are descendents of 

Hemingway's first cat, and are given fanciful names, as he once did, after movie stars and even 
characters in his book. The cats of the Hemingway Museum are so popular and so well-known, that the 
nickname "Hemingway Cats" has often been given to polydactyls. 
 

See Hemmingway’s cats at: http://www.hemingwayscats.com/ 
 

 

http://dhpetcare.com/
http://www.hemingwayhome.com/HTML/our_cats.htm
http://www.hemingwayhome.com/HTML/our_cats.htm
http://www.hemingwayscats.com/
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www.fairplaystores.com  

 

 

www.bishop.ab.ca 

http://www.fairplaystores.com/
http://www.bishop.ab.ca/
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SPAYING AND NEUTERING 

 

Recommended Age for Surgery 

 The normal range is six to nine months of 

age – surgery can be done earlier and of 

course later although with later surgeries 

you run the risk of an unexpected 

pregnancy. 

Pre-Surgery 

 Your pet should be in good health prior to 

surgery – if not the veterinarian may re-

schedule the surgery to avoid risk of 

complications. 

 Withhold food from your pet the evening 

before and the day of surgery.  Water 

should be withheld before surgery – 

suggested length of time can vary so do 

check with your veterinarian when you 

make the surgery appointment.  Follow 

your veterinarian’s instructions – it is very 

important to your pet’s health.  A full 

stomach can result in vomiting and 

aspiration while under anesthetic. 

Surgery 

 Performed under general anesthetic. 

 In females the uterus, tubes and ovaries are 

removed. 

 In males the testicles are removed. 

Post-Surgery 

 Males usually can go home the day of 

surgery. 

 Females can sometimes go home the day of 

surgery or usually the following day. 

 For more difficult surgeries or if there are 

complications your pet may require a few 

days hospital stay. 

 When your pet comes home – feed it small 

amounts of food and water that day and 

the following day. 

 Keep your pet quiet for a few days after 

surgery to prevent tearing of sutures. 

 Do not let your pet lick or chew at sutures.  

Check the sutures twice a day and if there 

appears to be any abnormalities, check 

with your veterinarian. 

 A re-check of your pet in about ten days 

may be recommended by your 

veterinarian. 

Health/Behavioral Advantages – Spaying 

 Reduces risk of mammary cancer. 

 Eliminates risk of uterine cancer. 

 Eliminates the risk of pyometra – a serious 

disease involving production of pus in the 

uterus. 

 Eliminates annoying behaviors associated 

with going into ‘heat’. 

Health/Behavioral Advantages – Neutering 

 Reduces risk of prostate cancer. 

 Eliminates risk of testicular cancer. 

 Less likely to spray in house and urine 

odor greatly reduced. 

 Often causes pets to be less aggressive. 

 

SPAYED/NEUTERED PETS LESS LIKELY TO 

WANDER REDUCING RISKS OF: 

 Fighting and being exposed to infectious 

diseases. 

 Being hit by a vehicle. 

 Getting lost. 

Myths about Spaying and Neutering 

 There is absolutely no benefit to pets 

physically or emotionally in having one 

litter prior to surgery. 

 Neutering or spaying will not make pets 

fat and lazy – this is caused by overfeeding 

and lack of exercise. 

Cost of Surgery 

 Costs vary at different clinics – if cost is a 

concern check for clinics that do low cost 

spays/neuters. 

 Many animal welfare societies will help 

with the cost of spays/neuters for low 

income pet owners. 
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http://www.chinookcountryvetclinic.com/                                      http://sweettbabiespetcare.com/ 
                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shelters throughout the province are filled 

with unwanted cats as there are not enough 

homes for all the kittens being born.   

 

By having your pet spayed or neutered as soon 

as their age allows – you can be part of the 

solution to the problem of pet over-population. 

References: 

Legacy of the Cat 2
nd

 edition by Gloria Stephens; 

Chronicle Books – 2001 

The Cat Encyclopedia by Esther J.J. Verhoef-Verhallen; 

Key Porter Books – 1997 

Cat Breeds of the World by Desmond Morris; Penquin 

Group – 1999 

The International Cat Association – www.tica.org  

The Calgary Cat Association – www.saccf.ca  

Welcome to Ocicat Cat History - 

www.ocicatinfo.com  

Toyger Cat History - www.toygers.org/history.html 

 

http://www.chinookcountryvetclinic.com/
http://sweettbabiespetcare.com/
http://www.tica.org/
http://www.saccf.ca/
http://www.ocicatinfo.com/
http://www.toygers.org/history.html
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HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES&POISONOUS PLANTS 

 
Symptoms of poisoning will range from seizures and foaming at the mouth to vomiting and 

coma.  Immediate medical attention - as soon as you see the cat has eaten a toxic substance (don't 

wait for symptoms to appear) - is necessary and urgent!  

 

 

 

  

 POISONOUS PLANTS      

    

   

     

Amaryllis Daffodil Hydrangea Oleander 

Andromeda Daphne Iris Peach 

Arrowgrass Delphinium Jimson Weed Philodendron 

Avocado Dieffenbachia Laburnum Poinsettia 

Azalea Dumb Cane Larkspur Poison Ivy 

Bittersweet Elephant Ear Lily of the Valley Privet 

Boxwood English Ivy Locoweed Rhododendron 

Caladium Elderberry Marigold Rhubarb 

Castor Bean Foxglove Marijuana Snow on the Mountain 

Chokecherry Hemlock Mistletoe Toadstool 

Climbing Lily Holly Monkshood Wisteria 

Crown of Thorns Hyacinth Narcissus Yew 

        

 

 

 

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES           

 

 

Acetaminophen/aspirin 

Antifreeze 

Bleach 

Boric acid 

Brake fluid  

Cleaning fluid and solutions 

Deodorants  

Deodorizers  

Detergents  

Disinfectants  

Drano (and the like)  

Dye 

 

Floor wax  

Fungicides  

Furniture Polish  

Gasoline  

Gypsum board (sheetrock) dust 

Herbicides  

Insecticides  

Laxatives  

Lysol  

Metal Polish  

Mineral Spirits  

Mothballs 

 

Nail Polish and Remover 

Paint and Paint Remover 

Photographic Developer  

Rat / Ant Poison  

Rubbing Alcohol  

Shoe Polish  

Snail/Slug Bait  

Suntan Lotion  

SuperGlue and its variants  

Tar  

Windshield Washer Fluid  

Wood Preservatives 
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www.pawspetfood.ca  

 

 
 
 

www.tailblazerspets.com 

http://www.pawspetfood.ca/
http://www.tailblazerspets.com/
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Calgary Cat Association 
 

 

 

The International Cat Association and  

Calgary Cat Association 

are proud to support our Junior Achievers. 

Join us in celebrating our up and coming young exhibitors. 

 

Related Link on www.calgarycatshow.com  (information)  

Watch for future events in conjunction with our Calgary Shows. 

Visit our Facebook page   https://www.facebook.com/CalgaryCatShow  

 

Thanks for coming to the show! We hope you enjoyed it. 

 We look forward to seeing you again.  

Your support is greatly appreciated. 

Have a safe trip home and don’t drive any faster 

than your Angel can fly!! 

http://www.calgarycatshow.com/
https://www.facebook.com/CalgaryCatShow
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